Enbridge pipelines in Wisconsin: Fueling Wisconsin’s economic engine

Enbridge’s energy infrastructure has helped fuel quality of life in Wisconsin for 70 years. Enbridge pipelines deliver the products that heat homes and businesses, fuel vehicles and power industry across the state.

**Line 6A**
A 467-mile pipeline carrying a variety of crude oil from Superior, WI to Lockport, IL.

**Line 13**
A 1,588-mile pipeline carrying diluent from Manhattan, IL to Edmonton, AB.

**Line 14**
A 467-mile pipeline carrying light and medium crude from Superior, WI to Mokena, IL.

**Line 61**
A 454-mile pipeline carrying a variety of crude oil from Superior, WI to Pontiac, IL.

**Line 5**
A 645-mile pipeline carrying light crude and natural gas liquids (NGL) from Superior, WI to Sarnia, ON.

**Line 1**
A 1,098-mile pipeline carrying NGL, refined products and light crude from Edmonton, AB to Superior, WI.

**Line 2B**
A 502-mile pipeline from Cromer, MB to Superior, WI carrying light crude. Line 2A, a 24” pipeline, originates in Edmonton, AB and connects with line 2B in Cromer.

**Line 93**
Part of a 1,097-mile pipeline currently carrying primarily light crude from Edmonton, AB to Superior, WI.

**Line 93**
Part of a 1,097-mile pipeline currently carrying primarily light crude from Edmonton, AB to Superior, WI.

**Line 4**
A 1,098-mile pipeline carrying a variety of crude oil from Edmonton, AB to Superior, WI.

**Line 67**
A 999-mile pipeline carrying heavy crude from Hardisty, AB to Superior, WI.